This paper describes a software-build tool named Amake, an extension of GNU Make. Its additional features solve important problems that have, until now, only been addressed by "high-end" build tools (e.g., ClearCase and Vesta). With a typical build tool, if a top-level target must be updated, intermediate targets must be built from sources, and then combined to build the top-level target. The enhancements described here allow a top-level target to be fetched from a shared cache, without building, or even fetching its intermediate-target dependencies. Thus, a developer's workspace may need only contain sources and top-level targets. This reduces build time, reduces network traffic, and saves disk space.
Introduction
Software configuration management (SCM) is an important field of software engineering. It has two main aspects: build control and version control [1] . A few SCM tools address both aspects (e.g., ClearCase [2] and Vesta [3] ), but most address only one or the other (e.g., Make [4] and Subversion [5] ). Comprehensive tools have advantages and disadvantages over more focused tools, but their disadvantages prevent widespread adoption. This paper describes enhancements to the world's most popular build tool, GNU Make [6] , which provide many of the advantages of feature-rich comprehensive tools. Briefly, these features include improved correctness and reliability:
• automatic language-independent deduction of file and non-file dependencies (stored in plain-text files that can also be useful to a build engineer)
• comparison of file checksums, rather than timestamps and improved time and space performance:
• distributed and heterogeneous caching of targets Some of these features are valuable to any software-development environment, even a single developer using a single workstation, but the cache-oriented features only make sense for a larger-scale environment. Amake's features are intended to support a heterogeneous environment, with multiple developers using their own workstations, connected to a local-area network, with shared resources. This profile fits the laser-printer firmware-development facility described in Section 6.
Created in 1976, Make may seem about as exciting as a fossil, but "there is probably no large software system in the world today that has not been processed by a version or offspring of Make" [7] . Indeed, in 2003, its creator, Stuart Feldman, won the ACM Software System Award, because it is such an important tool. Over the years, many variations of Make have been developed (e.g., NMake [8] ); A build tool (e.g., Make) processes a system model (e.g., a Makefile) to keep a software system's artifacts consistent and updated. The model expresses 2 build steps (e.g., compiler invocations) and dependencies between artifacts. In a Make-like build system, some sort of Makefile specifies top-level targets, their oper actually wants, not just a means to an end (e.g., the executable file that is to be distributed to customers). It's what Vesta calls a "shipped derived object." Of course, the set of top-level targets can vary over time, even minute by minute. For example, most build tools let a developer specify any target on the command line, thereby making it a top-level target for that build. Therefore, any special treatment of top-level targets must persist only until the next build.
We call a top-level target a top target, for short. An intermediate target is also called a non-source dependency. 
Motivating Example
Many software-development environments can benefit from top builds. These include any system that compiles source files into files containing some sort of object or intermediate code, which are then linked into some sort of executable file (e.g., a Unix/C system). These do not include some simple interpreted systems (e.g., Java bytecode running on its virtual machine). For demonstration purposes, we choose a system with two levels of intermediate targets: a small arithmetic-expression calculator from The Dragon Book [9] , named calc. It is a C program, built with help from Flex [10] and Bison [11] . Figure 1 calc: $(objs) 12 gcc -o $@ $(objs) 13 14 scanner.o: parser.c The problem is that the first build in another such workspace executes the same commands to produce identical targets. Overall, half the work can be avoided by sharing targets.
With Amake's cache enabled, by adding a few variable definitions to the Makefile, the first developer's build produces: 1 The dependencies of parser.o are not fetched from the cache, because, for this build, parser.o is a top target.
Amake Features and Implementation
Amake has been evolving for several years, and is described elsewhere [12] [13]. In this section, Amake's features that support top builds are reviewed (e.g., caching). Top builds are the subject of the next section.
Almost all Make variants, including GNU Make, understand only one kind of dependency: one file being newer than another file, according to operatingsystem timestamps. Furthermore, such dependencies must be specified explicitly in a Makefile. They are often incomplete and/or inaccurate. Consequently, many build systems employ ad-hoc Makefile-generation methods (e.g., scripts, GNU Automake [14] , Linux Kbuild [15] , or GCC's -MMD option [16] ) to increase accuracy and reduce the amount of manual labor.
Amake enhances GNU Make with automatic dependency processing. Amake's dependencies are not just files. Its automatic dependency processing detects, records and monitors several kinds of dependency: files accessed, shell-commands executed, programs executed, shared-libraries opened, and environment-variablevalues referenced. Furthermore, Amake does not rely on operating-system timestamps: it computes, records, and compares checksums of file content.
The reasoning behind switching from timestamps to checksums deserves a more detailed explanation. Traditional Make implementations compare operatingsystem timestamps with a less-than operation, with a resolution of between one second and one nanosecond, depending on what the operating system and/or filesystem supports, and whether the entire timestamp is compared [6] . For this to work at all, workstations in a distributed development environment must have synchronized clocks. This can be done with common tools like the Network Time Protocol [17] , but only to millisecond granularity. However, "undoing" changes to a file (e.g., with an editor or Subversion's revert command) must still be done carefully. Timezones and daylight-savings time, should be con-sidered, too. Regarding timestamp comparison, the GNU Make manual warns:
"Normally this is not a problem, but in some extreme cases you may need to use tricks like sleep 1 to work around timestamp truncation bugs." Further:
"Commands like cp -p and touch -r typically do not copy file timestamps to their full resolutions." In contrast, checksum comparison is done with an equals operation. This has the added benefit of allowing the metadata to be used as a key for accessing a table or database, as in Section 3.2.1, below. If timestamps were maintained perfectly, one might consider comparing them with an equals operation, as well. Note that in both cases we are comparing, with equals, metadata of two versions of a single file dependency, rather than comparing, with less-than, metadata of a target and one of its file dependencies. A timestamp-equality scheme would still fail to recognize that a file dependency was changed and then changed back to the way it was. For example, a developer might edit/save source file A, realize the change actually belongs in source file B, undo the change to A by moving it to B, and rebuild. Dependencies of A need not be rebuilt, even though a timestamp-equality scheme would do so.
Checksums are never computed "across the network," only on a developer's workspace files. Nevertheless, computing them may seem to incur serious performance overhead, compared to simply using operating-system timestamps. To address this, we developed a "checksum-cache daemon," named ccd, which can be used by Amake, by defining a Makefile variable. A ccd instance is a localhost, single-process, single-threaded, TCP-based daemon. It caches computed checksums, and recomputes them when alerted by the Linux Inotify library [18] .
Timing analysis of thousands of consecutive, up-to-date, top builds of the Bash distribution, described in Section 6, indicate a speedup of about 80% using a ccd. We also investigated using the checksums automatically computed by the (now default on Fedora) BTRFS filesystem [19] , but they are block, rather than file, oriented.
Amake stores a target's computed dependency information in several files The others are processed implicitly.
Dependencies
Particular kinds of dependency processing can be enabled or disabled by appropriate Makefile-variable definitions. Amake uses a shared library and the POSIX [20] LD_PRELOAD facility [21] to "wrap" the Standard C Library. 
Files Accessed

Shell-Commands Executed
A target file is typically built by executing a sequence of shell commands.
For example, an object file might be built by executing a command composed of a compiler's name and its command-line options. If the command(s) to execute change, the target must be updated.
Many Make-based build systems ignore this kind of dependency. Others try to make every target depend on the entire Makefile. Neither method is satisfactory.
Amake records the sequence of commands to execute, to build a target, in the target's .cmd file. Monitoring consists of textually comparing command sequences. For performance, however, sequence checksums are compared.
Programs Executed
Even if the sequence of commands used to build a target has not changed, if a program executed by those commands changes, the target must be updated.
Many such programs (e.g., a compiler) rarely change, but homegrown tools (e.g., scripts) can change frequently. Sometimes, the program does not change, but a different program with the same name is executed (e.g., because the value of the PATH environment variable is different).
Many Make-based build systems also ignore this kind of dependency. Others might try to record it manually, but only for homegrown tools. Again, neither method is satisfactory. Debugging problems caused by missing such a dependency can be very difficult.
Amake uses its wrapper library to detect and record when one program calls a Standard C Library function to execute another program (i.e., one of the exec() family). The names of programs executed while building a target are also stored in the target's .dep file. It also contains the checksum of each executed program's file, computed at the time the target was built. Again, analysis consists of comparing checksums, rather than time attributes.
Shared-Libraries Opened
Even if the commands and programs used to build a target have not changed, if a shared library containing code executed by one of those programs changes, the target must be updated. This is rare, except for complex homegrown tools.
This kind of dependency is typically ignored.
Amake also uses its wrapper library to detect and record shared libraries linked to an executed program. Such dependencies and checksums are also stored in a target's .dep file.
Environment-Variable-Values Referenced
A set of commands, or even a program, that builds a target may change its An Amake Makefile can specify the names of critical environment variables.
The values of these variables are stored in a target's .cmd file, as variable assignments. The assignments occur after all environment variables have been unset (by the -i command-line option to /bin/env). Likewise, subprocesses that built targets have "sanitized" environments. A tcd services three kinds of request:
Architecture
• cache get: Inputs include the current working directory, target name, architecture identifier (e.g., Linux_x86_64_4.7.7-200.fc24.x86_64), and command-line checksum. If successful, a suitable target is stored in the developer's workspace.
• cache top: This is similar to a cache get.
• cache put: Inputs include the current working directory, target name, architecture identifier, target checksum, and command-line checksum. The target is stored in the cache.
The tid services two kinds of request:
• get: Inputs include the target name, architecture identifier, target checksum, and command-line checksum. Output is a set of cache-filesystem paths.
• put: Inputs include the target name, architecture identifier, target checksum, command-line checksum, and cache-filesystem path. There is no output.
A tid request does not need the current working directory, since the tid does not access developer workspaces. Indeed, this is one reason why the tid is separate from the tcd instances. Other reasons are: mutual-exclusion requirements, permissions requirements, and improved modularity. Figure 3 is further described in the following subsections.
Target-Cache-Index Daemon (TID)
The target-cache-index daemon is assumed to be perpetually executing. This is a traditional multi-threaded daemon process, which listens to a well-known TCP/IP port and services requests from other processes. It can be the specialpurpose light-weight tid program, based on GNU DBM [22] and distributed with Amake. Or, it can be a general-purpose SQL server (e.g., MySQL's sqld [23] ). For discussion, we'll assume the tid is used. In any case, the tid, and thus its database, is shared by all developers within the environment. It provides metadata for the actual target cache.
Amake Process
In Figure 3 , a developer has started a build, by executing Amake, from a directory within a workspace. As before, the workspace is expected to be local to the developer's computer.
An Amake process accesses a developer's workspace, for many kinds of files:
• One or more Makefiles, of course, are stored in the workspace.
• Source files used to build a target are stored in the workspace. They, as well as the Makefiles, are likely put there by a version-control system (e.g., Subversion).
• Amake records the commands that build a target, along with relevant environment-variable information, in a .cmd file, which is stored in the workspace.
• Target files (e.g., object files, libraries, and executables), both top and intermediate, are stored in the workspace. They may have been actually built in the workspace, or they may have come from the target cache.
• Some homegrown tools (e.g., scripts) may reside in the workspace, much like source files. Other homegrown and third-party tools (e.g., compiled ones) comprise source files and target files, which may reside in the workspace. Indeed, entire compiler toolchains may fall into this latter category.
Target-Cache Daemon (TCD)
When Amake decides that a top or intermediate target either does not exist in the workspace, or that it exists and must be updated, a target-cache daemon is contacted. That tcd begins servicing a cache-get or cache-top attempt, by making a similar request to the tid.
The tid consults its database and replies with a possibly empty set of regular Unix paths, to cache entries containing candidate targets. The tcd then iterates over those paths, looking for the first cache entry with dependencies that match, according to checksums, those in the developer's workspace. Notice that checksums are never computed on files over the network, only on files in the developer's local workspace.
If a matching cache entry is found, the tcd copies it to the workspace.
Siblings and metadata (e.g., the target's .dep file) are also copied. If the cache and workspace happen to be in the same filesystem, hard links are created, rather than copies.
The tcd is a non-traditional daemon program:
• It is a short-lived daemon. Amake starts one, as necessary, for a particular build. Thus, multiple tcd processes may be executing.
• It executes locally on a developer's computer.
• It listens for requests over a named socket.
• It services requests by forking child processes.
• It exits, after a period of idle time (e.g., one minute), after its children exit.
Target Build
When Amake decides that a target does not exist in the workspace, or that it must be updated, and the cache-get attempt fails to obtain an acceptable target, the target must be built in the workspace.
To collect automatically detected dependencies, Amake then forks and executes a program named amake-collect, which, during the target's build, reads this information from a pipe. The other end of the pipe is discussed below.
Eventually, amake-collect stores this information in the developer's workspace (e.g., in the target's .dep file). Currently, amake-collect is a Perl script.
A target is updated by executing a sequence of commands. Amake, like other flavors of Make, executes each such command in a newly forked child process.
Unlike other flavors of Make, Amake carefully controls the environment variables available in the child process. This helps prevent the command from behaving differently for different users, due to differences in login environments. For example, GCC is dramatically affected by the existence and values of several environment variables (e.g., GCC_EXEC_PREFIX).
Environment "scrubbing" is needed in two places: (1) the .cmd file and
(2) between the fork() that creates the child process and the exec() that executes the command. This turns out to be trickier than one might imagine. A completely empty environment is insufficient. Some environment-variable values must be set or preserved. Such variables fall into three categories: (1) those needed for command execution (e.g., PATH and LD_PRELOAD), After the target is built, a cache-put operation is performed.
Target Cache
When Amake determines that a target must be updated, it checks its cache for a suitable, previously built target, before otherwise rebuilding the target and putting it in the cache. The cache has two main parts: an index database containing target-dependency information and an network-mounted directory containing the targets themselves. Each entry in the former points to a subdirectory in the latter. The subdirectories are carefully structured to allow concurrent access, with host-name and process-number components. A target cache is intended to be shared across an entire development environment, supporting multiuser, multihost, and heterogeneous development.
Caching only targets is not enough. Often, a single Makefile rule builds multiple files, other than just its target. For example, in Figure 1 , Bison creates a .h file as well a .c file, from a single .y file. Recall that such a file is called a sibling; it is stored in the cache along with its target.
Of course, GNU Make's parallel-build facility can work with the target cache.
Top-Build Implementation
Top builds are Amake's latest feature, but they are only possible because If a target has only source dependencies, its .top and .dep files are identical.
A target's .top file is created just after the target's .dep file has been created. Recall that a .dep file is created after a target is updated, so it can contain the dependencies accessed during the update. Figure 4 summarizes the overall target-update logic.
The abovementioned acceptability module takes two inputs:
• the path to a workspace target or cached target
• the path to a .top or .dep file (respectively) It determines acceptability of the target, by comparing the dependencies named in the .top or .dep file, with the actual files in the workspace (i.e., via checksums).
The acceptability module is called early in a target's processing, with a workspace .top file, to determine if the workspace target is already acceptable, While Amake is undeniably more complex than GNU Make, it is a standalone build tool, which can be paired with any version-control tool.
ClearCase and Vesta are also tightly coupled to the operating system. Originally, ClearCase required a customized kernel, but now, like Vesta, it employs a special filesystem, implemented as a loadable kernel module. In contrast, Amake simply requires the POSIX shared-library LD_PRELOAD facility [21] , to intercept certain library calls made during a target update (e.g., open()).
However, if the (optional) checksum-cache daemon is deployed, to speedup Amake's checksum comparisons, the Linux-specific Inotify API is required.
Sadly, this is not a POSIX feature (e.g., it is not implemented in BSD Unix).
While
Vesta is an open-source project, ClearCase is an expensive commercial product. Its build tool, ClearMake, is network intensive and rather slow, being designed when processors were slow and networks were fast. It can require a team of specially trained system administrators. To be fair, Vesta and Amake probably require an on-site specialist, too.
Real-World Experiences
An early version of Amake is being used to build laser-printer firmware at Hewlett-Packard's development facility in Boise, Idaho. This version uses timestamps rather than checksums, and does not have a target cache.
In addition to a thorough test suite, Amake is used to build itself. This is another way of saying Amake can build GNU Make [6] , version 4.1, after small changes to three stock source files, and the addition of about twenty new source files. GNU Make's stock build system follows the typical GNU Automake style.
After the typical configure step, and a bootstrapping build, a few Amakeenabling variable definitions are added to the stock Makefile. In addition, an Amake variable is defined to allow several configuration files to be built without command-dependency checking. That's it. Amake, with a couple of command-20 line arguments, then builds Amake.
Amake can also build Bash [24] , version 4.3. Bash is a shell, or commandlanguage interpreter, for an operating system. Bash's stock build system also follows the GNU Automake style. Compared to GNU Make, Bash is a more complex system to build. It has subsystems, homegrown tools, a Bison grammar, and static libraries.
After the typical configure step, Amake builds Bash by simply "prepending" a small set of Amake-enabling variable definitions to the distributed Makefile, as command-line options. The distributed Makefile needs no modification.
For large-scale testing, we have been using Amake to build a version of the Linux kernel (viz., linux-2.6.27.38). This is not the best example for top builds, because there are many top targets, but it is a realistic example. The kernel's Kbuild-based build process was modified for Amake builds, mainly because Amake performs the previously ad-hoc dependency processing automatically. In particular, Kbuild uses a phony target, named FORCE, to force rebuilds of many targets, rather than determining whether they are already up to date.
In addition, Kbuild's scheme to compare previous and current build commands requires building many other targets, coincidentally named .cmd files. Kbuild must build its own tools, too.
Comparing GNU Make and Amake build times for the Linux kernel (or any other system) is tricky. There is more than one way to configure the target cache, as well as multiple use cases. Below, we consider building on a single commodity-class workstation, with the cache on its local disk. The checksumcache daemon, described earlier, in Section 3, is not used.
First, consider the common use case of building in a new workspace, containing source code but no target files. 
Future Work and Conclusion
Amake is free software. It can be obtained from:
http://posixamake.sourceforge.net
What Amake needs most is more users. The most appropriate kind of development environment is one with many developers, a deep dependency structure, and a long from-scratch build time.
The Hewlett-Packard installation mentioned above is just such an environment. That lab has about a hundred developers, maintaining a C-based embedded system, with thousands of source files, and many layers of build steps. The
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firmware requires a couple of hours to build from scratch. It includes a real-time operating system, and many homegrown tools that generate C code (e.g., for fonts benefit other developers when they rebase their workspaces.
Another fact of life for a large-scale target cache, whether for Amake or other systems, is that of pollution. A variety of bugs can result in the build system successfully producing a corrupt target, which is then put into the cache, and subsequently fetched into multiple developers' workspaces. The effect is that of a virus. For example, a script might simply return the wrong exit code, after producing a truncated target, and the build system has no way of detecting the problem. Clearly, workflows for large-scale cache maintenance could be established and documented.
Google has a complex build system, not a single tool, that implements many of Amake's features [25] . Their system also has features that we may want to add to Amake. Their "functional build model" is straight from Vesta's philosophy that a build step is the evaluation of a referentially transparent function.
They use "digests" rather than checksums and .cmd files, but with the same effect. They use a custom filesystem, for caching source files on developer clients and targets on build servers. Curiously, they try to hide the cache, by recording target-build stdout/stderr output, and replaying it during a cache-get operation. We will investigate adding this feature to Amake, but it might not be such a good idea. Questions include:
• Should the output of a target's build commands include that of a subtarget upon which it depends? Should the subtarget's output be separate?
Should it be duplicated?
• Command output could automatically be stored in a file, and treated as a target's sibling, whose content may (or may not) be displayed during a cache-get operation. Alternately, if the output is that important, should a developer just be required to explicitly redirect it to a file, from within a Makefile, so it would automatically be a target's sibling?
• 
